Some Latin Words to Remember
Translate the underlined words into Latin

ACTROSS
2 Don't touch!
3 The new boy in our classroom came from New Zealand.
6 Look! She is entering the room.
7 My daughter will be happy when I take her to Disneyland.
8 The boy is bored. He is weary because he is unoccupied and lacks interest in his current activity.
9 It's 3 am. He is sleeping now.

DOWN
1 He is a teacher. He teaches 5th graders at Stone Ranch Elementary School.
4 The students are writing Roman numerals in their journal.
5 Your mother is angry when you don't do your homework.
7 I am reading a book about the Roman Empire.

WORD BANK: SCRIBUNT, NOVUS, NOLI, LEGO, LAETA, IRATA, INTRAT, FATIGATUS, DORMIT, DOCET
Answer:
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